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Hadron masses can be decomposed as a sum of components which are defined through hadronic
matrix elements of QCD operators. The components consist of the quark mass term, the quark
energy term, the glue energy term and the trace anomaly term. We calculate these components of
mesons with lattice QCD for the first time. The calculation is carried out with overlap fermion
on 2+ 1 flavor domain-wall fermion gauge configurations. We confirm that ∼ 50% of the light
pion mass comes from the quark mass and ∼ 10% comes from the quark energy, whereas, the
contributions are found to be the other way around for the ρ mass. The combined glue compo-
nents contribute ∼ 40− 50% for both mesons. It is interesting to observe that the quark mass
contribution to the mass of the vector meson is almost linear in quark mass over a large quark
mass region below the charm quark mass. For heavy mesons, the quark mass term dominates the
masses, while the contribution from the glue components is about 400∼ 500 MeV for the heavy
pseudoscalar and vector mesons. The charmonium hyperfine splitting is found to be dominated
by the quark energy term which is consistent with the quark potential model.
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1. Introduction
Hadrons are confined states of quarks and gluons. QCD is the theory describing the interaction
of the quarks and gluons. Given the fact that masses of hadrons are well measured and successfully
calculated with lattice QCD, an interesting, important, and yet unanswered question is how large
are the contributions to the masses from its quark and glue constituents. The answer will be im-
portant for understanding the quark-glue structure of hadrons. It is clear that the question can only
be answered by solving QCD nonperturbatively, and/or with information from experiment. The
decomposition for the proton has been carried out with phenomenological inputs [1]. For hadrons
other than the proton, there is little information from experiments to be used, while some discus-
sion is provided in [2, 3]. At the same time, the question can be addressed for all the hadrons by
employing lattice QCD. In this proceeding, we present such an exploratory study with lattice QCD
calculations for the pseudoscalar (PS) and vector (V) mesons.
The energy-momentum tensor from the QCD Lagrangian in Euclidean space [4] is
Tµν =
1
4
ψγ(µ
←→
D ν)ψ+FµαFνα −
1
4
δµνF2, (1.1)
which is symmetric and conserved. Each term in the tensor depends on the renormalization scale,
but the total tensor does not. The trace term of the tensor is given by
Tµµ =−mψψ−mγmmψψ+ β (g)2g F
2, (1.2)
where we have taken the quantum trace anomaly (the term proportional to the anomalous dimension
of the mass operator γm and the glue term) into account. In the above anomaly equation, the first
term and the combined second and third terms are scale independent. Combining the classical Tµν
from Eq. (1.1) and the quantum anomaly in Eq. (1.2), one can divide Tµν into a traceless part T¯µν
and a trace part Tˆ µν , i.e. Tµν = T µν + Tˆµν [1]. From its matrix element of a single-meson state
with momentum P, 〈P|Tµν |P〉= 2PµPν , and taking µ = ν = 4 in the rest frame, one has
〈T44〉 ≡ 〈P|
∫
d3xT44(~x)|P〉
〈P|P〉 =−M
tot ,
〈T 44〉 = −3/4Mtot , 〈Tˆ44〉=−1/4Mtot . (1.3)
for the zero momentum case. The Hamiltonian of QCD can be decomposed as [1]
HQCD ≡ −
∫
d3xT44(~x) = Hq+Hg+Ha, (1.4)
Hq = − ∑
u,d,s...
∫
d3x ψ(D4γ4)ψ,
Hg =
∫
d3x
1
2
(B2−E2),
Ha =
∫
d3x
−β (g)
2g
(E2 +B2), (1.5)
with Hq, Hg, and Ha denoting the total contributions from the quarks, the glue field energy, and
the QCD trace anomaly, respectively. Using equation of motion, Hq can be further divided into the
2
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quark energy and mass terms Hq = HE +Hm with
HE = ∑
u,d,s...
∫
d3x ψ(~D · γ)ψ,
Hm = ∑
u,d,s···
∫
d3xmψψ. (1.6)
N.B.: the quark energy HE includes both kinetic and potential energy due to the covariant deriva-
tive. γM (g2/(2pi2) in leading order) being ignored because it is much smaller than unity. Given the
above division, a hadron mass can be decomposed into the following matrix elements,
Mtot =−〈T44〉= 〈Hq〉+ 〈Hg〉+ 〈Ha〉
= 〈HE〉+ 〈Hm〉+ 〈Hg〉+ 〈Ha〉, (1.7)
1
4M
tot =−〈Tˆ44〉= 14〈Hm〉+ 〈Ha〉, (1.8)
with all the 〈H〉 defined by 〈P|H|P〉/〈P|P〉. Each matrix element can be calculated with lattice
QCD. Since hadron masses can be obtained from the two-point correctors on the lattice, we shall
calculate 〈Hq〉 (or 〈HE〉) and 〈Hm〉 through the three-point correlators and extract 〈Ha〉 and 〈Hg〉
from Eqs. (1.7-1.8) in this work. We will directly calculate these glue matrix elements in the future.
2. Numerical details
In this proceeding, we use the valence overlap fermion on 2+ 1 flavor domain-wall fermion
(DWF) configurations [5] to carry out the calculation. Before presenting our results, we will discuss
the theoretical underpinning of the equation of motion in the context of lattice calculation of three-
point functions. The effective quark propagator of the massive overlap fermion is the inverse of the
operator (Dc+m) [6, 7], where Dc is chiral, i.e. {Dc,γ5} = 0 [8] and is expressed in terms of the
overlap operator Dov as
Dc =
ρDov
1−Dov/2 with Dov = 1+ γ5ε(γ5Dw(ρ)), (2.1)
where ε is the matrix sign function and Dw is the Wilson Dirac operator with a negative mass
characterized by the parameter ρ = 4−1/2κ for κc < κ < 0.25. We set κ=0.2 which corresponds
to ρ = 1.5. In the three-point function with the operator Dc+m inserted at a time different from the
meson source and sink, part of the correlator will involve the product of the operator and a quark
propagator and has the relation
∑
z
(Dc+m)(x,z).
1
Dc+m (z,y)
= δx,y, (2.2)
where x,y,z denote all the space-time, color and Dirac indices. Since the inserted operator Dc+m
is at a different time from that of the source time, x 6= y. As a result, the matrix element of Dc+m is
zero. For the disconnected insertion (DI), the delta function leads to a constant for the quark loop.
Since the uncorrelated part after gauge averaging is to be subtracted, this also gives a null result for
Dc+m in the DI. Therefore, the matrix element with the insertion of the Dc+m operator is zero
3
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which is just the equation of motion on the lattice for fermions with the quark mass as an additive
constant in the fermion propagator. This does not hold straightforwardly for the Wilson fermion
where there is additive mass renormalization and mixing with lower dimensional operators which
need to be taken into account.
Since Dov has eigenvalues on a unit circle centered at 1 on the real axis, the eigenvalues of
Dc are purely imaginary except those of the zero modes [7]. This is the same as in the continuum.
Thus, ψDcψ approaches ψγµDµψ with an O(a2) error and we have 〈Hq〉= 〈HE〉+ 〈Hm〉+O(a2).
We will check this equation to assess the O(a2) error.
The lattice we use has size 243× 64 with lattice spacing a−1 = 1.77(5) GeV set by Ref. [9].
The light sea u/d quark mass mla = 0.005 corresponds to mpi ∼ 330 MeV. We have calculated
the PS and V meson masses and the corresponding 〈Hm〉,〈Hq〉, and 〈HE〉 at 12 valence quark
mass parameters which correspond to the renormalized masses mRq ≡ mMSq (2GeV) ranging from
0.016 to 1.1 GeV after the non-perturbative renormalization procedure in Ref. [10]. The smallest
one is slightly smaller than the sea quark mass and corresponds to a pion mass at 281 MeV. The
largest quark mass is close to that of the charm. In order to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio in
the calculation of three-point functions, we set two smeared grid sources at ti = 0/32 and four
noise-grid point sources at positions t f which are 10 time-slices away from the sources on 101
configurations. The matrix elements for the operators ψγ4
←→
D 4ψ,ψγi
←→
D iψ and mψψ are extracted
from the plateaus of the ratio of three-to-two point functions to obtain 〈Hm〉,〈Hq〉, and 〈HE〉 in
the connected insertions for different quark masses. In the present work, we only consider the
equal-mass case of the two (anti-)quarks in a meson.
We show in Fig. 1 the ratio of three- to two-point functions for (a) PS mesons and (b) V
mesons with light quark pairs, which corresponds to mpi ∼ 330 MeV. We see that the plateaus for
〈Hm〉,〈Hq〉, 〈HE〉 from the ratio of three-to-two point functions are clearly visible. At the same
time, the plateaus of the total mass M from the effective mass of the two point function with
HYP-smeared source are also long enough to obtain precise results. We also applied a curve fit
including the contribution of excited states to extract the matrix elements and found that the results
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Figure 1: Plateaus of quark components of (a) PS mesons and (b) V mesons with light quark pairs which
corresponds to mpi ∼ 330 MeV.
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are consistent with the ones from the constant fit.
As observed in Fig. 1, the quark mass term 〈Hm〉 contributes about half of the light PS mass,
while the quark energy term 〈HE〉 is very small. This implies that the other half of the light PS mass
comes mainly from the glue. For the light V mass, the combined glue components also contributes
roughly one half, while 〈HE〉 is dominant in the other half and 〈Hm〉 is small.
3. Results
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Figure 2: Different contributions to PS masses as functions of the renormalized valence quark mass. As
seen in the right panel, all these contribution are positive which suggests that they all approach zero at the
chiral limit.
Our lattice results of the difference betweenMtot and the quark mass term 〈Hm〉, i.e. Mtot-〈Hm〉,
the quark kinetic and potential energy term 〈HE〉, the glue energy 〈Hg〉, and the anomaly 〈Ha〉 for
the PS meson as a function of the renormalized valence quark mass are presented in Fig. 2 (left
panel).
For the light PS mesons, the quark mass term is about 50% of the total mass. This implies from
Eq. (1.8) that the anomaly term 〈Ha〉 contributes ∼ 12% of the mass. The remaining contributions
from 〈Hg〉 and 〈HE〉 are ∼ 30% and ∼ 8% respectively. It is interesting to observe that all these
contributions are positive which suggests that they all approach zero at the chiral limit when the
pion mass approaches zero. This tendency can be clearly seen in Fig. 2. It could be also deduced
by the chiral symmetry [2], and could be considered to be a check of our simulation. We also plot
the ratio of the quark and glue components with respect to Mtot in Fig. 2 (right panel).
The same components in the V mesons are plotted in the left panel of Figs. 3. Close to
the chiral limit, 〈HE〉 constitutes ∼ 40% of the ρ meson mass. The sum of the glue energy and
anomaly terms contributes about 60%, while 〈Hm〉 vanishes like O(mRq ). For the heavier V mesons,
the behavior
MV (mRq )∼ 2mRqC0 + const. (3.1)
withC0 a constant is observed in the right panel of Fig. 3. Besides that, the components 〈HE〉, 〈Hg〉
and 〈Ha〉 are also insensitive to the current quark mass throughout the entire quark mass region less
than about 500 MeV. The total glue contribution to the V meson mass is roughly 〈Ha〉+ 〈Hg〉 ≈
5
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Figure 3: Different contributions to V meson masses as functions of the renormalized valence quark mass.
The right panel shows that the quark mass dependence of the V meson mass is linear in the current quark
mass and comes almost entirely from 〈Hm〉.
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Figure 4: Contributions to hyperfine splitting, mostly from the quark energy difference.
500 MeV and the quark energy 〈HE〉 contributes about 350 MeV. It is tantalizing to consider the
possibility that the constant glue contribution and quark energy may be related to the constituent
quark mass in the quark model picture.
To study the hyperfine splitting of charmonium, we plot in Fig. 4 the difference of the quark
and glue components between the V and PS mesons as a function of the quark mass. For charmo-
nium, ∆〈Hm〉 is consistent with zero. Therefore, ∆〈Ha〉 gives 1/4 of the hyperfine splitting from
Eq. (1.8). On the other hand, ∆〈Hg〉 turns negative in the charm mass region and largely cancels
out the positive ∆〈Ha〉. As a result, the major part of the hyperfine splitting is due to the quark
energy difference ∆〈HE〉. This seems to be consistent with the potential model picture where the
charmonium hyperfine splitting is attributable to the spin-spin interaction of the one glue-exchange
potential. Higher precision calculation is needed to verify this.
4. Summary
In summary, we have directly calculated the quark components of PS meson and V meson
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masses with lattice QCD. The glue components are extracted from the mass relations of the energy
momentum tensor and the trace anomaly. Throughout the valence quark mass range below the
charm quark mass, the quark mass dependence of the V meson mass comes almost entirely from
〈Hm〉, which is linear in the current quark mass, while 〈HE〉, 〈Ha〉 and 〈Hg〉 are close to constants.
We also find that the hyperfine splitting between J/Ψ and ηc is dominated by the quark energy
term. For future studies, we will perform calculations with smaller sea quark masses, and will
calculate the glue field energy and trace anomaly contribution directly.
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